
PRESS NOTE 
 
 
CCTV Cameras are 3rd eye of Police. 
 
A large number of CC Camers have been installed in Rachakonda. 
 
Inauguration of Community CCTV Cameras by Smt Sabhita Indra Reddy garu , Honble 
Minister for Education, TS, and Rachakonda CP Mahesh  M Bhagwat, IPS 
 
As a part of expanding Community CCTV cameras network across Rachakonda 
Commissionerate, today Smt Sabhita Indra Reddy, Honble Minister for Education, and 
Rachakonda CP Sri Mahesh M Bhagwat IPS garu , inaugurated (106) Community 
CCTV Cameras  which are installed under Meerpet Police station limits with a cost of 
Rs 38,00,000/-. These cameras will be connected to command control room.  These 
cameras were installed at strategic locations covering the entry and exits, main routes 
and crime prone areas of the localities. 
 
As on today there are a 1925 Community CC Cameras and 17688 Nenu Saitham 
Cameras have been installed under the limits of  Vanastalipuram division. In the recent 
past, snatching cases, a house burglary and robbery cases were detected through 
CCTV footages and recovered property.  
 
Speaking on the occasion, Rachakonda Commissioner of Police, Sri Mahesh Bhagwat 
IPS has said that , 100 % present recovery is done by  CCTV cameras. CCTV cameras 
became an important aspect of modern-day policing and almost 70% of the crimes are 
being detected with the footages. He urged the citizens and public representatives to 
come forward and install more number of cameras in their respective areas. CP 
appreciated SHO Meerpet M. Mahender Reddy and team for this community CCTV 
project. 
 
Addressing the chief guest Smt Sabhita Indra Reddy garu has said that  it was great 
initiative where the citizens with the help of police came forward and installed CCTV 
cameras for the security of all citizens. She made an appeal to public to join hands for 
Safer Rachakonda and also appealed the local public representatives to ensure 
installation more cameras in remaining colonies. And also she appriciated 
Rachakonda police and Meerpet police for doing hard work in This pandamic situation 
also. 
 
Background Work 
 
In   Meerpet Police station  about 08 Sq. KMs area 09 communities 65 locations 
covered under CCTV Cameras, Gurramguda Village, Gaddam Enclaves, 
Srinivasapuram colony, Rajyalaxmi colony, Adarsh Hills, Virat nagar, Venkateshwara 
colony, Urmila nagar Agricultural colony are important areas having several colonies. 
Most of inhabitants are employees. The area is thickly populated. More nuisance 
cases are being reported from these slums like Nandanavanam and Lenin nagar 
areas  situated in this PS limits. Weekly market takes place at Prashanthi hills, near 
BD reddy gardens, Meerpet, Badangpet and Balapur areas. 
 



In the limits of P.S. Meerpet, Ganesh and Bonalu festivals are being celebrated during 
Ashadhamasam and Ganesh Chatuhrthy in a big way. Moreover, number of Hit and 
run cases and also reporting property offences in the limits of P.S. Meerpet. 
 
Inspector of Police, Meerpet gathered and conducted meetings and educated the 
people about the futures and functionality of the CCTV Cameras.  
 
Further, with the contribution of the locality elders, shop owners and Gaddam Laxma 
Reddy corporator of 7th division corporator, sponsored 83 cameras, cameras in the 
limits of P.S. Meerpet as follows.  
 

• Gurram Guda Village  fixed 22 CCTV Cameras which totally high frequent 
Cameras. 

• Gaddam Enclaves fixed 22 CCTV Cameras which totally high frequent 
Cameras i.e. 2 MP Motorized Cameras C.P. Plus Make.    

• With the contribution of Public Srinivasapuram colony, fixed 19 CCTV Cameras 

• With the Contribution of Colony Welfare Associate of Rajyalaxmi colony, fixed 
20 CCTV Cameras  

• With the Contribution CDP Funds, fixed 23 CCTV Cameras at Adarsh hills, Virat 
nagar, Venkateshwara colony, Urmila nagar, Agricultural colony.  

 
CP Rachakonda appreciated the doners of this entire CCTV project for fixing the 
CCTV Cameras. 
 
Rachakonda CP Mahesh Bagawat, Hon'ble MP Smt.P Sabitha Indra Reddy, ACP K. 
Purushotam Reddy, SHO Meerpet M.Mahender Reddy , Badangmpet mayor Parijatha 
Narsimha Reddy, deputy mayor Ibram shekar, Donor Gaddam Laxma Reddy, and 
Corporators, Donors, and other attend this programme. 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 

 


